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Msaaaga from
The Honourable
Jake Epp

Mimwst /://(7i,'t: Mints

In recognilion of fusion's potential long
term energy and environmental benefits,
and significant spin-oils in the Held of
advanced industrial technology, the
Government of Canada is proud of its
commitineffl 10 fusion research and
development.

Canada supports the National Fusion
Program in partnership with industry and
provincial governments, as part of the
federal Program on Energy Research and
Development. The Canadian Fusion Fuels
Technology Project is an integral part of
the program.

Our fusion program demonstrates how
well Canadians can work together to
develop technological advances that have
the potential to boost our future prospects
for prosperity. Industry and universities
across Canada participate in the program
through CFFTP contracts and co-

ordination. This spirit of partnership also
extends to the co-operative relationship
between CFFTP and its sister program in
CJuehee. the Centre canadien de fusion
magnetique.

A key element of Canada's national fusion
strategy is our participation in
international activities, which is based on
our unique expertise in specific areas. For
example. CFFTP has made internationally
recognized contributions in fusion fuels
and engineering. This work builds on
expertise in tritium technology and remote
handling developed in Canada's C ANDU
program. In return lor this development
work. Canada has access to a
considerable body effusion science and
technology" throughout the world.

As a result of this access to international
programs and its participation in research
projects in partnership with Canadian

industry. CFFTP helps Canadian
companies hone their competitive edge in
high technology fields, secures contracts
with foreign fusion programs, and
provides technology transfer to industry
for non-fusion applications, such as
advanced gas separation technology,
cryogenic distillation, and the
development of modified carbon-fibre
composites for aircraft brake linings.

Fusion research is making an important
contribution today, and the possibilities for
the future are even greater. Besides its
promise as a safe and clean source of
abundant power, ellbrts in fusion research
and development will also enhance our
industrial competitiveness.

lake Epp

Mauaga from
Tha Honourable
Ed Philip

Minister c/ frutitsm:
Ihulc anJ li\hihicg\'

In the WOs and into the next century,
the interests of the environment and the
economy are converging as consumers,
businesses, and governments respond to
new realities. "Green" restructuring is
happening all around us as domestic and
international standards change,
consumers demand green products, and
technology rapidly advances.

Ontario continues to be on target to
become a leading jurisdiction in energy
efficiency by the year 2000. However, we
must continue to work to find alternative
sources of cost-effective, environmentally-
acceptable energy.

As a future energy source, fusion power
has the potential to be economically viable
and environmentally acceptable. As a

strategic operation today, fusion research
helps to promote Ontario's transition to a
higher value-added economy.

Through fusion research and
development, ongoing contact with
universities and students, technology
transfci to key industries, and research
into spin-off innovations for non-fusion
applications, the work carried out by the
Canadian Fusion Fuels Technology Project
iCFFTPI should go a long way to
strengthening Ontario's position in this
exciting new Held of research.

On the international front. CFFTP's
recognized work on world fusion projects
enhances Ontario's high technology
profile. In its management of global
contracts and R&D liaison, CFFTP also

promotes and advances the skills and
products of Ontario companies.

CFFTP helps to bring new scientific
knowledge to Ontario, and markets
Ontario's considerable expertise in fusion
science and technology abroad.

1 am confident that our continued support
of this project, in co-operation with the
federal government and Ontario Hydro,
will boost Ontario's long-term
competitiveness and result in an
environmentally-stable and reliable energy
option.

Ed Philip



from
Don Dnufcavtch

In I J-'l °2. :he Canadian fusion fuels
Technology Project A T ' I P marked 10
wars ol achievement in Canadian fusion
dcwlopmt1 ni. This year, our Annual
Report highlights the progress ol our first
decade. U also details our growing
partnership with those in industry,
university, and the scientific community

CHTP was launched in W 2 as pan ol
Canada's National Fusion Program.
Together with our sister project, tin." Coma'
canadien dc lusion magnelique VCCI-'.W
near Montreal, we are charged with
extending Canadian capabilities in lusion
development.

This mission is an important one. U has
fundamental economic and social
implications lor Canada.

l-'or a start, fusion energy lias the potential
10 be sale, reliable, environmentally
sustainable, and economically
competitive. In any energy source, these
characteristics would contribute
significantly to a country's prosperity.
Should lusion power eventually be made
viable. Canada will be well-positioned to
capitalize on its advantages.

While thai describes ihe longer term
rewards of liision research, our work also
provides key benefits in the here and now.

Some ol these benefits are economic. for
example, an essential part of our mandate
involves securing and managing
international contracts lor lusion goods
and services. These contracts, in turn, are
fulfilled by Canadian industry on HTTP's
behalf. We also place research contracts
with Canadian universities.

In l o a l L>2. the total value ol our contract

payments to Canadian industry and

universiiies was alviit So million. This
amount represents almost a live fold
increase since the mid l°80s.

International client revenue lor fusion
technology helps to lOniributc- to Canada's
export earnings. As a source ol Cf't'TP
funding, client revenue and subconi factor
in-kind contributions demonstrate our
ability 10 fully leverage our annual funding
from government and Ontario I lydro.

Other benefits of fusion research are
strategic.

By participating in lusion R1SJ.1. Canadian
companies gain a competitive advantage
in a high technology field. Moreover, they
attain access to international clients,
winning a higher profile lor their skills and
products. CHTF remains dedicated to
transferring lusion technology to industry
and supporting spin oil applications.

The scientific community benefits as well.
Through our close contact with
universities and research facilities, we're
helping to develop a unique base of
Canadian capability. Our lellowship
program is designed to encourage young
people to pursue lusion research as a
rewarding career.

And then there are benefits to Ontario
Hydro -one ol our key funding partners.
Owing to the natural alliance between
fusion and fission technology1, we can
deliver significant value-added services to
Ontario's nuclear program. Ontario's
electricity customers benefit from our
research in environmental and nuclear
safety, and nuclear cost efficiency.

Currently, about 125 people in Ontario
alone are empioyed by lusion research,
with an additional 12? jobs in the rest of

Canada. These people loim a vital Md
strategic pool ol knowledgable workers
wiih distinct capabilities.

In total. Canada's fusion ellorts have a
value ol about S.V million a year. While
this represents only a traction ol the S2
billion spent annually ^n world fusion, it
guarantees Canada's entry and
participation into an advanced high
technology field.

As lor the future. . . we recognize the
continued need lor ellective and efficient
operations. To optimize Canada's
investment in fusion, we're taking steps to
ensure greater productivity and more
value-added services.

To date, our experience with Ontario
1 lydro and in the international fusion
market has demonstrated a successful
track record. We've shown that we can
identity business goals md meet client
needs.

As we look ahead, we remain determined
to satisfy our customers with quality
services and products, while advancing
fusions cause on behalf of all Canadians.

MUJ
Don Ddutcvk h



A Decade of Accomplishment

I
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"We're establishing
expertise in Canada. And the
advantage of working in a
university is that young
people who are working on
the project are full-time
young researchers who are
gaining experience and
attaining new knowledge
from their research-and
strengthening the whole
technological base of
technical people in Canada."

WALTER SMELTZER
Professor. McMaster
I'niversitv

Ten years ago. Canada's involvement in
fusion research and development ^R&D)
was -at best-embryonic. Today, fusion
R&D represents a successful high-
lechnolcgy venture lor Canadian industry,
universities, and scientists.

Canada's success is rooted in its
capabilities, rather than the size of its
investment. While Canadian fusion
spending is relatively modest in scope.
Canadian efforts have attracted
international attention and
appreciation.

The Canadian Fusion Fuels Technology
Project jCFFTP! has contributed
substantially to fusion's evolution as an
advanced research lield in Canada. From
the start. CFFTP has been dedicated to
fulfilling its strategic mandate-and
providing economic and scientific value lor
its partners' investment.

A Look Back . . .

The CFFTP program originated in 1 >?81.
following a joint study of the National
Research Council V.MRP and Ontario
Hydro, the country's largest electrical
utility. This study concluded thai Canada
had unique capabilities in tritium-reliiled
technology. These capabilities were
primarily centred in its nuclear program.

Ontario Hydro and Atomic F.ncrgy of
Canada Limited ^F.Cl.i had already
invested substantial amounts in research,
development, and acquisition activity to
manage tritium, in addition. Canada had
developed expertise in remote handling in
both its nuclear and aerospace industries.

This Canadian knowledge and technology
was seen as immediately relevant to
fusion programs in the United States,
F.urope. and lapan. By establishing a
national fusion program. Canada would
gain a share of the international market
for tritium technology and access to global
fusion efforts.

Based on these findings. CFFTP was
formally launched in 1982. Its purpose
was to strengthen Canada's scientific and
industrial base in fusion fuels technology,
and co-ordinate the application of that
technology to world fusion programs.

Funding was to be shared three-ways:
among the Federal Government, the
Ontario Government, and Ontario Hydro.
Client revenue and industry joint funding
would provide an important supplement to
partner funding, and allow CFFTP to
further leverage its K&D activities.

The Early Years

From the outset. CFFTP operated a
program of contracted-out research and
development. Its aim was to bring the
widest number of Canadian participants
possible into the fusion Held. In this way.
it would maximize the benefits of
scientific knowledge and technical
development.

In applying R&D technology. CFFTP
sought to market Canadian expertise
abroad. This included services in design,
design review, supply, installation,
commissioning, project management, and
tritium safe-handling training. It would
eventually include Canadian products too.

The R&D program was directed toward
developing Canadian capabilities in five of
the six major fusion technologies. These
were Tritium Technology. Breeder Blanket
Technology. Materials Technology.
Equipment Technology (remote
operations^, and Safety and Environment.

Much of the initial work involved
identifying areas of potential research and
capability, and establishing contacts
within domestic industries and global
fusion programs.

Recognition of the CFFTP program came
almost immediately. From the start, there
were requests for reports, newsletters, and
attachments of Canadian personnel to
design and experimental programs in
Europe and the United States.

First Term Highlights

CFFTP's early work in tritium technology
helped to apply Canada s tritium
knowledge to near-term fusion projects.
At the same time. CFFTP was developing
new and innovative tritium management
processes for next generation, industrial
scale projects.

Some key highlights from CFFTP's first
term included the producing of a reference
tritium flowsheet lor the Next European
Torus \NET! project, and a conceptual
design lor a hydrogen isotope separation
system. Development and testing were
also done on a gas chromatography
isotope separation system, a fusion fuels
cleanup system based on uranium
gettering. and a glovebox detritiation



CFFTfs fusion breeder blanket program
was launched with AKCI. in its Chalk
River laboratories tCRI.> in 1 ^84.
Drawing on the expertise of other research
facilities, the program focused on using
Canadian ceramic expertise and
irradiation test facilities to fabricate,
irradiate and characterize solid breeder
materials.

In W 5 - 8 6 . the CFFTP Annual Report
noted "substantial interest" in the sphere-
pac form of solid breeder. The report
further noted the potential of a blanket
concept based on lithium salt dissolved in
low temperature, low pressure water in a
steel shield. CFFTF in subsequent years
lias established a leadership position in
the development of sphere-pac materials
for fusion breeding blankets.

Meanwhile, the Materials Technology
program saw construction completed on a
new tritium laboratory at the University of
Toronto Institute lor Aerospace Studies

tl'TlASi in 1°85. The laboratory is a
unique resource to the plasma first wall
studies being carried out by CFFTP.

An additional experimental facility was
constructed at McMaster University in
1 lamilion. as part of a three-year s u b -
program. This facility would help to
evaluate tritium permeation under
temperature gradients and irradiation, as
well as the performance of various
harriers.

In l°85, F.quipment Technology
achievements included the completion, by
a Canadian remote handling team, of the
llrst phase of a cooperative agreement
between CFFTF and Princeton's Tokamak
Fusion Test Reactor iTFTIv1 to develop the
conceptual design of the in-vessel
maintenance arm.

Also that year, a Canadian remote
handling specialist. Dr. A. Rolfe of Spar
Aerospace, was appointed to a five-year
term as Remote Handling Applications

Group Leader at the |oim F.uropoan Torus
JETi project in 1-ngland.

In Safety and F.nvironment. further
development of the Ontario Hydro Tritium
Dispersion Code iCHTlXi was undertaken
to enhance the code as a predictive tool.
and increase its speed of execution.
Thanks to the efforts of CFFTP. the new
code would eventually run 10 times faster
than the original.

A major three-year tritium monitor
development program was also launched
by CFFTP. The goal of the program was
ambitious: to eventually supply the world
fusion community with a lull range of
commercially-available instruments made
by Canadian industry.

By l^S?. Scintrex of Canada was
marketing worldwide a portable tritium
monitor and a gamma-compensated
general purpose area monitor. In addition,
the development and prototyping of an
HT HTO discriminating monitor and a
tritium process monitor were at the stage
lor technology transfer to Canadian
companies.

CFFTP also launched a hands-on tritium
sale handling course which was ottered to
the international fusion and tritium
community. The course was very well
received and is running annually to this

day.

Reaching Out To Industry

In l l lS? 8o. CFFTP initiated its
technology transfer program. Through
this program. CFFTP aimed to transfer
promising technology to industry, and
further raise the profile of Canadian
products abroad.

The program was timely, as earlier areas

of research were now bearing fruit.

"Like the development of the
Canad-arm b̂y the Canadian
Space Agency. . . although a
substantial amount is spent
in the first instance i,on
fusion R&.DV the spinoffs
and payoffs later on are
substantial."

SAM H1C.S0N
Manager.
Electrical F.ngineering,
Spar Aerospace

Procedures were started to select a
Canadian supplier for the gas
chromatography process lor hydrogen
isotope separation, and a fabricator- K. S.
Fox of Niagara Falls-had been selected to
manufacture uranium getter beds.

In the final year of CFFTP's first five-year
term, the National Research Council
transferred federal responsibilities for
fusion to AF.CL. In its Annual Report.
CFFTP noted the evolution of its work
during this first term.

As the nature of Canada's involvement
with world fusion projects became better
defined. CFFTP's R&D efforts had become
increasingly focused on the specific
interests of these projects, and their
schedules and plans.

In technology- applications. CFFTP had
moved from its initial position of
marketing the expertise honed in
Canada's nuclear program. Now, it was
promoting specific skills developed for
fusion and related activities. As well, the
number of Canadian industries
participating in fusion work had
expanded.

These experiences demonstrated the
viability of CFFTP's focus on tritium,
remote handling, and fusion nuclear
technologies. In meeting clients' business
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Building Momentum

11 I l l ' s second term saw an increased
level ol client lunding and subcontractor
Mipport lor it* technical ui'liviiics. OTTP
Mali, ideas, services, ami hardware
,oniinucj io ionmhule sijjnilKantK to
wikl fusion efforts, wliifc A-fiverine,
economic and scientific Ivnelits a! home.

On ihe global landscape, one ol the most
impoii.mi developments was the
lommiiment made in I^ST hy ihe L'.S..
1 mope. |apan. and the I'SSR to
. ollaivrato on a three year conceptual
design sunk1 lor a next step fusion
m.kiime.

lo he called the International
Thermonuclear i'.xpcrimeiilal Keauor
1̂ IT.KV the project was 10 have Canadian
participation ihiough the Huropean
Communil\ On hehall ol lanada. i"ITTi'
\\a> ihawed with coiiilik'nus snpportini;
K\f) and design activities.

One ol the ke> technoloi;ies ot interest
duntu: this period was ITKK's need lor a
"diiver" hlanki'i to ensure some internal
iiiuum breeding.

H\ I 'VrSS. C1TIT through the CK1.
had alreadv londucted a major in situ
>olid breeder irradiation tesi iisiti); a 100 £
sample ol lithium ceramics. This sample,
which had been in the c iv ol the Nuclear
Keactor I'niwrsal iNRl'1 reactor one year,
had reached almost l per cent lithium
atom bunuip. and produced more than
1-W curies ol tritium.

These results were longer b> a tactor ol 10
than any oilier in situ tesi worldwide. Ot
equal relevance, ihe hurmip was almost
ihat ol an 1T1:.K blanket. J'.wniualK, the

sample would complete 1\ mouths ol
irradiation tests in the NRl' reactor, and
produce a:\ lit 12.000 curies of iritiuni.1

In parallel with the irradiation tesis. CK1.
because of encouraijinv; results continued
to develop methods 10 fabricate solid
breeder ceramics usinc the sphere pac
I'orni.

fn late 1^7. j new de|\irmn'iil. ihe
Ailei> and I'iuiliiies Ijisineerini;
IVpariment. was created ,il LT'l'TP.
Pedkaied to salet> and environmenial
research, the department was charged
with helping lo embed hijdi standards in
ihe desi.cn and operation ol Hiture fusion
plants and present day experimental
laboratories.

Oilier I'l'I'IT milesiones in h v ; ^s
iikluded ihe siiuesslul demonsiraiion ol .1
lull scale .cas chromato;4r,iph\ sysiem.
and ilie dewlopmeni ol some unii|tie
lOixepis lor a tritium lill station ai the
I'niwrsitv ol Rochester.

As well, the Kinc; l-'alul liiheisnv ol
rrtroli'um and Minerals, in >,uidi .\r<ihiii.
requested HTTP 10 supph neuiron
ivnerator iriiium contrii] s>siems and
glowboxes. Installation. coniniihSioninj;.
and irainini: was included in the contract.

Continuing Progress

The year 1°S8 S a saw continued progress
on knowledge about tritiums behaviour in
the environment. Analysis ol the results
Irom tritium experiments in Canada,
conducted in NST by c'anada and live
other countries, was completed. The Jala
was used to validate the Canadian tritium
dispersal code I'T.UOP Jinvironmenial
Tritium Model1.

i ITTP also began participating in a new

initiative by the International Knergv
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Agency JF..-V to study the F.nvironment.
Safety and Economic Aspects of Fusion
Energy. ("FFTP was charged with
organizing preliminary1 work on tritium
and environmental salety in one ofeiglit
proposed technical tasks.

CFFIT's manv wars ot research
supported by Ontario Hydro on a gas
chromatography system were rewarded in
late loss.

Kcrnforschungszentrum Karlsruhe vKlKv
then of West German), contracted with
CFFTP to supply a complete gas
chronMtography isotope separation system
lor its laboratory. Five Canadian
companies and three German companies
joined together io manufacture the
system.

In l°S° L'O. world tusion efforts continued
the shift to next step machines. While
mini) lusion R&P was still heing done, a
larger proportion of fusion spending than
previous was going to industry. This
spending was being invested in design

work lor next step machines, the building
of advanced experimental reactors, and
ilk1 maturing of associated new
technologies.

Reflecting, this shift. GTTF established an
Industrial Advisory Committee in h>8° to
further the transfer of fusion technology to
Canadian industry.

Also. Cl-TIP evolved its operations into
lour main programs:

Fusion Systems and Engineering
concentrating on two special areas
Blanket and First Wall Systems and
Fusion Fuels Systems:

ITER/NET Design and Engineering a
dedicated unit charged with coordinating
technical input to the ITF.R and M.T
projects:

Safety and Environment locusing on
applying Canada's nuclear salcty
expertise to fusion projects;

Technology Applications in essence, a
project management office tor marketing

Canadian goods and services abroad and
translerring developed technology to
Canadian industry.

Consistent Bains

CHIT'S 1 J J0 01 Annual Report recorded
consistent gains in AFXl.'s development ot
a sphere-pai' solid ceramic breeder
blanket. An industrial method of
producing ceramic grade powders, and of
iorming 1 3mm diameter ceramic spheres
of lithium zirconaie. had been developed
and tested with the participation oi
Industrial Ceramics of Mississauga.

In first wall research. I'TIAS had
successfully built and commissioned lwith
CFFTP support! a unique dual-beam
accelerator, permitting advanced plasma
wall interaction studies. Other core
research etlorts included the design and
prototype testing of key tritium processing
systems which could deliver improved
salety and reliability, and reduced costs.

CITTP's saleiy and environmental
research under its newly titled Facilities
Engineering & Safety Services
department also continued to expand
existing lusion knowledge. Key areas
were salety criteria, analysis code
development. radioactivity confinement.
and waste processing.

As well, two sucu'sslul workshops on
Fusion Basils and Tritium Salety were
held during the year to lurther develop a
skills and knowledge base in Canada lor
fusion research.

Spinof f Technology

In addition to its growing work in
technology applications and technology
iransler. CI'FIT noted in 1 ' H i o 1 some
key areas lor technology spinofls.

"The work we're doing Jor
CFFTP> today is creating
employment today. H also
has the added benefit-it
helps us hone our abilities
and hone our quality, which
extrapolates into raising our
abilities in the nuclear
programs we're working on
right now."

KB FOX
President. E.S. Fox Ltd.

These areas offered potential for multiple
paybacks on Canada's lusion investment,
due to possible synergy with the
alternative energy, environment, and
aerospace sectors. Some of the
technologies being examined included
advanced gaseous separation systems,
high temperature processes, and
composite materials from first wall
studies.

The year also saw some important

milestones in CFFTP's international

contract work.

An analytical gas diromatographv system

was delivered to the ]ET project in

England, the tritium microballoon filling

station -designed by tt'ardrop Engineering

of Mississauga -was delivered to the

University of Rochester, and an agreement

was concluded with SAES Getters Inc L'SA

for the joint development and marketing of

a system to detritiate the inert atmosphere

of glove boxes.

Paying Dividends

As CFFTP neared the completion ol its
first decade of operation, it was obvious
that relevant and viable accomplishments
liad been made.

CFFTP had cemented its relationship with
international fusion projects, and was
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Today's Capabilities, Tomorrow's Challenge

"CFFTP's role in looking at
future energy possibilities is
a window which Ontario
Hydro and the whole
Canadian energy picture
really needs. Besides giving
us this window into the
future, the technologies that
we have developed for fusion
facilities also have direct
spinoff benefits to the current
operating arms of Ontario
Hydro. Thus, we-Ontario
Hydro-have not only
contributed to a cleaner
energy future, but we've
also adopted these
technologies to ensure a
cleaner energy present."

DR. DON MILLS
Director,
Research Division
Ontario Hydro

In today's operating environment, a
successful first decade is no guarantee for
the second. With competition lor scarce
research dollars increasing, research
institutes must provide benefits in the near
term as well as the tar.

As CFFTP enters its third live-year term,
it remains committed to ensuring value lor
Canada's research investment.

Through efficient operations, relevant
R&D. and aggressive marketing of
Canadian goods and services. CFFTP
aims 10 boost client revenue,
subcontractor funding, and related
business revenues, while advancing
fusion knowledge.

Owing to efforts of the past i 0 years.
CFFTP has achieved a competitive
advantage in key fusion technologies. In
the years ahead, this advantage must he
maintained and advanced. To this end.
CFFTP will continue to support research
which provides timely, economical, and
viable technology to global fusion projects.

Masting International Needs

Through its scientific capability and the
marketing of Canadian goods and
services. CFFTP plays an important role in
international fusion projects.

For many years. CFFTP has been closely
involved with three of the world's leading
projects. These are the Joint European
Torus (JET) in England, the Next
European Torus (NET1 in Germany, and
the Tokamak Fusion Test Reactor (TFTR1
in the United States.

In addition. Ct-FTP has participated in
research projects at facilities and
laboratories in many of the more than 20
countries currently involved in fusion
K&D.

Such collaborations accelerate Canada's
capability in a high-technology field. They
expand the scope of Canada's own fusion
program at a small fraction of the
investment that would otherwise be
required lor capital facilities.

For both Canada and its international
partners, collaborations provide
synergistic gains in overall efficiency,
effectiveness, knowledge, and
productivity.

Currently, much of tlie global fusion effori
is centred on ITER-thc International
Thermonuclear Experimental Reactor -
which is the most advanced proposal for a
next step fusion device.

ITER's conceptual design phase-in which
CFFTP contributed on behalf of Canada
through the European Community-was
completed in I W . The next phase,
engineering design, will take place from
1992 to 1997.

In late i*-)l, three locations were chosen
for the design activity: Garching,
Germany: Naka. |apan: and San Diego, in
the United States.

CFFTP is committed to participating in the
design phase, undertaking specific R&D
and design work in areas negotiated with
the European Community and 1TF.R
management.

Based on past experience, these areas arc
expected to be primarily in fuel
processing, remote handling, blanket
technology, containment, primary cooling,
and safety analysis.

During CFFTP's third term, construction
and testing of Canadian prototypes will
have been completed lor a low-inventory
cryogenic distillation column, a high
temperature isotopic exchange (H1TEX)
process for plasma exhaust purification,
compact toroid fuelling, and doped
graphite first wall material. Lithium
zirconate ceramic breeder spheres will
also be sufficiently qualified by nuclear
and non-nuclear tests for 1TER use.

CFFTP experience in these areas should
prove to be of significant assistance, as
world R&D efforts proceed to the next
generation effusion machine.

Marketing Canadian
Expertise

A key part of CFFTP's mandate has
involved identifying opportunities to
supply Canadian fusion products and
services. The pursuit of commercial
applications, co-funded fusion "vork, and
non-fusion spinoffs (including the transfer
of fusion technology to CANDU plants) is
a high priority.

In each of these areas, CFFTP has sought
to derive near-term rewards for Canadian
industry in fusion R&D.

With no major fusion facility built in
Ontario. CFFTP has applied its mandate
by marketing Canadian expertise abroad.



Where the product or system sale has
been based on a new development.
HTTP has integrated technical support
trom the appropriate R&p organization
into the production process.

HTTP's strong links with universities,
'"•mario I lydro and Al-XT.. the private
sector, and iuti •'national laboratories
provide unique opportunities 10 bring
interested parlies together.

[Hiring the next term. CFFTP plans to

implement a systematic approach to

further advance the transfer of technology

to industries. In this way. it will continue

10 develop and expand Canada's high

technology capability.

Spin-off Potential

Another important a,.d growing area lor
industrial collaboration involves fusion
spin oils. In future, when reviewing its
portfolio ol technologies under
development. HTTP will identify
annually three opportunities lor
exploration.

Those opportunities chosen will invoke
technologies which haw a continuing
interest to CFFTP and oiler reasonable
prospects for spin-offs. CIT'TP will
undertake technical and economic
feasibility studies to assess the
technology's application in a specified
sector, its market potential, and
development plans.

If the outcome is positive. CFFTP will
pursue one ol two approaches: if the
technology remains fusion-relevant, it will

searji lor possible private sectoi
development partners; if the technology is
no longer applicable to fusion, the
information will be transferred to an
appropriate party.

Hy examining the broader applications tor
fusion technologies. CiTTi' could transfer
to industry important new capacities
which enhance Canadian competitiveness.
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Blanket & First Wall Systems

Breeder Pebbles

As part of CFFTP's ongoing researeli into blanket technologies, more than 10 litres of
lithium zirconate ceramic breeder pebbles were fabricated by Chalk Kiver Laboratories.
Lithium titanate pebbles were also fabricated on n trial basis.

Testing of lithium zirconate pebbles involved their irradiation lor 200 days, as pan of a
joint experiment among the United States, |apan, and Canada. At Trent University, the
thermal conductivity of lithium zirconate pebble beds was measured tip to 1200 degrees
Celsius, while the purge gas permeability was measured at the University of Manitoba.
Data from these tests will be used to help qualify lithium zirconate pebbles lor ITHR use.

First Wall Research

A ur.icitie dual-beam accelerator was
commissioned at the University of Toronto
Institute of Aerospace Studies iL'TIASi lor
first wall research. In l*-M.02, this
facility showed thai the simultaneous
presence of hydrogen and carbon impurity
ions in the plasma edge did not increase
first wall erosion rates above those due to
hydrogen and carbon ions alone.

Other highlights in first wall research
included the acquisition by UTIAS of a
tritium ion source for meaf urement of first
wall erosion by tritium ions. A high-
temperature vacuum furnace was
purchased from Electrofuel Manufacturing
lor conditioning of first wall materials and
lor measuring thermal conductivity.

As well, in response to client requests,
satisfactory modelling of plasma edge
impurity profiks lor IF.T. TFTR. and
TF.XTOR tokamaks were obtained using
the ITIAS 1.1M Monte Carlo transport
code.

Compact Taroid Fuelling

km Kvileul ''to t imetyilv ofloionto Imtitme
lot Aerospace $iuilu<. workuii; mill the Piutl

Compact Toroul Fiwller m the I :nhrrsitv ql 'Siiskau hewim. The / t o w ring iiformal, and then
in 1 tirniti'il through the copper.section to spccik higher than /tV km.s.

A Compact Toroid fuelling device was designed and fabricated and is now being
commissioned lor testing. This device uses a novel concept that should enable tritium fuel
to be injected into the central plasma of ITF.R. The project is a collaborative eflbrt among
CFFTV, CCVM, University of California Davis at Livermore. and the University of
Saskatchewan. The device is to he tested on ihe Tokamak de Varennes (CCFMV

Deuterium Solub

Research was undertaken by McMaster L'nivcrsitv1 to measure the solubility of deuterium
in beryllium and beryllium-oxide. This research will help to determine the amount ol
tritium retained in berv Ilium a possible first wall or blanket material lor 1TF.R. Such data
is dillictilt to obtain be.aiise of the need lot careful control and accounting lor Ihe
inlltk'me ol the oxide layer that rapidly- lorms on berv Ilium surfaces.



Tritium Equipment

Ontario Hydro is continuing its long-term testing of an oil and grease-lubricated
I urbomolecular pump using tritium. In 1991 /92. the bearings were replaced and the
pump was rebalanced. The ability to decontaminate and rebalance these pumps alter
tritium service is of immediate use to Ontario Hydro.

Also during me year, tritium equipment from AF.CL was supplied to ENEA in Italy to
support ceramic breeder research.

High-hoat Flux

The development of a heat transfer computer code was completed by AECL's Chalk River
Laboratories. This code will help NET and 1TER designers develop divertors, which must
remove high power from the plasma.

Blanket; Design

Blanket design research during the year reflected the scientific community's growing
partnership with industry on fusion studies. AECL's Whiteshell Laboratories and Spectaim
Engineering, in collaboration with NET, participated in an analysis of a new "hot" driver
blanket concept, while AECL's Sheridan Paik Engineering Laboratories and ENSAC
Associates participated in an assessment of organic coolants for the U.S. ARIES-HI fusion
reactor.

F u s i o n Fue l S y s t e m s

Low Tritium Inventory Cryogenic Dietillation

Responding to the needs of clients at the
Tokamak Fusion Test Reactor at
Princeton, CFFTP arranged the building
and testing of the smallest known
hydrogen distillation column. Industrial
application of the design is expected,
pending the results of tritium tests now
underway at Ontario Hydro. This research
was initiated when an earlier special
cryogenic distillation column was built and
tested at Ontario Hydro. The results
showed that, compared to conventional
designs, the new system could reduce
tritium inventory by a factor of five to
seven. Cr\vgenie Distillation test dnicc has been

operating fir 15, OOO hours at OflRP.

Plasms Exhaust Impurity Processing

Ontario Hydro completed the HITEX (High Temperature Isotopic Exchange) experiments
in 1991/92. In this CFFTP-developed process, tritium is recovered from waste gases-
such as tritiated methane, ammonia, and water-by swamping with hydrogen and
isotopically equilibrating the mixture at high temperatures. The initial equipment design
was based on a tube with a hot central platinum wire. While this design failed,
subsequent tests wiin a packed bed were successful.

Blanket Tritium Extraction by PSA

Research was advanced in 1991 /92 on a fuel extraction process for 1TER, which will
recover tritium faster and with less tritium inventory than the reference design. The
process is based on pressure swing adsorption (PSA), and could be used to extract tritium
from the 1TER solid breeder helium purge stream. Engineering design of a pilot-scale
system was completed by Spectrum Engineering, and proof-of-principle experiments were
undertaken by the University of New Brunswick. The equipment is to be installed at the
Chalk River Laboratories for tritium testing.
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Facilities Engineering and Safety Services

Dynamic Fuel Cycle Coda

Of key assistance during the design of the PSA process was a new dynamic code
commissioned by CFFTP. This code models the time-dependent behaviour of the fuel
processing system. Two important fuel cycle modules-isotope separation and
discontinuous processes, such as molecular sieve adsorption-are now working.

IFE Fuel System Design Study

A fuel systems design was completed for a U.S. study on inertial fusion energy (IFE)

reactors. CFFTP performed the work for McDonnell Douglas, the prime contractor of the

U.S. study.

Divertor Maintenance & Handling

CFFTP's remote maintenance program is focused on divertor handling and maintenance
technologies, supported in part by the attachment of remote handling experts at NET and
]ET. In 1991/92. concepts associated with remote cutting/welding and inspection of
cooling piping during divertor replacement were addressed. Remote inspection concept
studies by Spar Aerospace contributed to a remote welding technologies seminar at NET.
The design of divertor handling and transfer units continued through Spar's collaboration
with CEA, France on the NET in-vessel maintenance system contract. A unique divertor
handling and positioning concept was developed with Wardrop Engineering for a proposed
Steady State Spherical Tokamak project at Oak Ridge National Laboratory.

CFFTP also participated on the International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA)
committee on the Safety Implications of Plant Automation and Robotics.

\

Zirconium-Cobalt Batter Aging Teats

Research into the effect of age on the behaviour of zirconium-cobalt getter material was
carried out in 1991/92. Analytical procedures and test evaluation methods were
developed, with the first getter material samples evaluated after three months exposure to
tritium. The one-year test is continuing, and will help determine the suitability of this
material for tritium storage.

Primary Coolants

ENSAC Associates prepared a concept of the primary heat transport systems required for
1TER. This work showed that both water and organics can be used as coolants, given
appropriate heat transport system designs. It has also shown that the use of high
temperature coolant would provide reactor-relevant experience and significant
construction cost savings.

0
Signal Processing

A test facility for assessing the
performance of designs and components
for data signal multiplexing in high
radiation environments was constructed
by Spar Aerospace. By simplifying the
remote assembly and disassembly of
connectors to in-vessel sensors, this
technology will facilitate the control
cabling for remote maintenance devices
serving tokamak reactors. Richard Hull, SPAR Aerospace, calibrating the

Rad Hard Multiplexing Test Board prior to its
irradiation at the Me/Master University
Nuclear Reactor.



Air •etritiatian

On behalf of CFFTP. Ontario Hydro designed an Air Detritiation System concept which
addresses -in one integrated approach the diverse requirements of personnel access, air
quality and ventilation, radioactivity confinement and cleanup, and inert atmospheres.
The design includes the various systems which will be required lor both the tokamak
building and the ancillary tritium processing facility at ITER.

Tritium Decontamination

Work continued at Ontario Hydro
Research and AEC1. Chalk River
Laboratories io quantity factors which
alien tritium adsorption en materials and
its removal. The technique of thermal
desorption spectroscopy was developed to
identify the various tritiated species, and
to correlate the tritium desorption profiles
lor different surfaces and exposure
conditions. The tritium behaviour of
various concrete coatings was also
studied to identify ways to prevent the
uptake of tritium through surfaces, thus
minimizing clean-up time.

Mr. Antonio iWnalL'io fi'/'/TPUind Pr S u n
Booth JET/oiii! I 'ndmaking) discuss details
of'a tritium decontamination experiment
being conducted at the Ontario Hydro
Research Division Tritium Laboratory:

Fumi Cycle Safety

CFFTP is undertaking a safety analysis of isotope separation systems. This analysis will
help determine the likelihood and the impact of system failures in tritium facilities, and
will estimate off-site and on-siie radiological consequences, including plant and equipment
damage. Some ofthis work is being done in collaboration with the ENEA Fusion group in
Frascati. Italy.

Environmental T>-itiur~»

The F.TMOD computer code, which is among the leading codes lor modelling tritium
behaviour in the environnr.iit. was fully verified and documented to modern quality
standards lor computer software in 19^1 '°>2. It is now commercially available through
CFFTP 10 fusion associates and international laboratories.

HTO drfiueoVmass

Key Processes in the formation olMmosphcric IflVfrom an HTRelease

Containment Safety

CFFTP is studying a tokamak containment option which utilizes some of the large
volumes available within the tokamak building to dissipate potential energy releases.
Initial multi-node, containment analyses by AFXL CANDU indicate that active protective
systems, such as venting or pressure suppression, are not required to confine radioactive
materials within the tokamak building. They also suggest that a high temperature and
pressure, water cooling system lor the reactor can be accommodated.
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Technology Applications
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Karlsruhe Gas Chromatograph System

elements completed included pressure
and leak icsis on ihe uranium ji«."iu-r
beds, coding ol'tlie computer program,
and air separation tests on ihi- columns.
IVIKITV of the cqnipmcrii 10

Several milesiones u.re achieved in l°° l
^2 with ihis major contract lor a gas
chroriuitograpli tO. > isotope .separation
sysiem. During the year, ihe tahricalion ol
all major equipment being manufactured
in Canada lor the system was completed.
The IK column assembly was performed
at K.N. Tooling, with column bundles
suhscqucritly installed in tile dewars at
HCi&O Uihserco. The dewars were
installed in the piping frame. Other key

tit' RimUh's faing manulUiturai at R.K.
Tooling prior to inshtlhttion o/ tie >1 stem
(/. A\ Xot'i HUllact'undliumRuLy

Keriilbrschunjjs/.eniriiii) Karlsruhe ijnihh

\KtKi is s\heduled tor ilie Fall of la>-'2.

Chris Chch teals the tit'Swtcm ill Onumo
HnSro Kcscan h Pi< ishvt.

JET Analytical Gas Chronnato^iraph System

In lvUM ' C iT-T-'TI' lulRlled its contract lor supply ol an analytical ji.is chroniaiouraph
sysiem lor Ihe lonil lAiropean Torus Jl.'D project in IJiglaud. Tile system was first rested
in Canada helore heinj; delivered to |1-X IX'.&G Uihserco and Ontario Hydro Research
Division stall supervisi'd the installation and tests ai 1KT. Once It'.T stall were satisfied
with ihe systems perlormance, qualiiy assurance documentation was completed and a
cenilicaic ol compliance issued to JKT.

University of Rochester Tritium Fill Station

Sikcesslul testint; and lOmmissioniiii; of the I'niversity of Rochester tritium Till station
look place m 1^1 ^2. Tin-supplier. )lij;)i\<iciiiim Systems, lested the staiion before
shipmeni. and it met all specified requirements. The University ol Rochester plans to
conduci further studies with hydrogen for s\siem iestine,and operator training. CKF
proiided support lor [lie miiversiiy's ap|>]icalion lor n tritium licence.

Karlsruhe Tritium

Ci-'FTP's iniematioual contacts contrihmed to Ontario Hydro being awarded a contract by
Kemlorsvlnmgszotitnim Karlsruhe Gmhli jKIKi to suppK1 up to 200 tjrams ol 'tritium lor
fusion K&P. The conuaa includes an option for the return of the tritium to CFFTP
lollowing use. The tritium will be supplied hv Ontario Hydro's Darlington Tritium Removal
I'aciliiv

Secondary Encloaura tilman-up System

111 ! o^l A>2. CFFTP coniinued its work on a secondary enclosure clean up sysiem lor
glove boxes. This technology beins developed in partnership with SAIS Getters of
Milan-will be valuable for fusion clients and other industries which use triiium.
Mechanical fabrication and assembly ol [he lirsi commercial demonstration sx'stem is
underway at Torrovap. based on a design by Qualproiedi. 0 he concepuial desisn of ihe
system was first developed by Ontario Hydro Research Division.^ The control system is
being designed and supplied by Martin McCubhin and Associates.

JAERI Licensing

As part of its international liaison elVorts, OTIT in l ° d 1 -"-'Z arranged a licensing review
ol a lapauese designed zirconium cobalt tritium shipping container. If licensing is
approved by ihe Atomic Ijiergy Control Hoard, the bed will be used to transport Canadian
trilmm lo Japan for fusion research. Chalk River laboratories carried out the review and a
draft report was submitted to the |AF.RI fusion group in |apan. A contract is now being
prepared hv Mitsubishi.



Technology Transfer

Commercial Getter Bed

hi II'S|VMM" to the needs ol international
lusion >liems. Cl'ITr has been
u .e.iu hint; the design and fabrication ofa
Mirvrioi seller Ivd. In 1°^1 CI2.
Oiutlpk'tecli completed the design of a
small i.ipai.il> getter hed. A larger
i apiu n v siandard uranium getter bed.
iliNgneJ by Onalproiei.li and fabricated
In Miovap. is now being tested at
Ontario Hydro Keseui li Division. Once
tlie icsults o! these tests are known.
Oualpiotech will update the design of its
sMikliiul zirconium iron geller bed.
t'llini<itely. one standard bed design
should be suitable lor either uranium or
zirconium iron getter materials.

The one nw^i emit' (rilium x.\t\vn&cr bed
tlesignt'if by ijuafprokxh Inc.. fabrii xtwd fr\'
lorn'nip Ud.. icsl />)• OIIKll

T^itrtum Safe Handling CoursHB

As part of CI-TTP's continuing skills training programs, two tritium safe handling courses
were held in W»l ^2. The Basic Course was held at Chalk River Laboratories with 21
attendees from around the world; 11 participants attended the Advanced Course at
Om.ii 10 Hvdro Research Division.

Cl-l-1T has helped a number ol c'anadum companies expand their client base and dewlop
neiv eapabilities through the iransler ol fusion ieetmolog.v. The following highlights some
of the more sigtiilVani teclmologies de\eloped with O-TTP support uliich are
increasing the compeiiiiveness ol lanadian industries.

EG5G Libserca
Gss chromatograph isotope separation/
Instrumentation/Tritium monitors

l.abse o has sold two air tritium monitors, one gas chromatograph hydrogen isowpe
separaiion s\sicn). and one analvticgas chromatograph to fusion and fusion related
itueriuuional clients. These sales were based on CH-'TP-developed technology or based on
capability established hy Cf-TTI1 related work.

E.S. Fox
Getcen beds/Glove boxes

K.S. l;ox, with iTTTP encouragement, has added additional precision manulacturing
capabilit)1. The company is now certified to weld to German pressure vessel standards,
has lahricated several geller beds lor CIT"IT. and is presently manufacturing a glove-box
lor C1TTI'.

Scintrex
Tritium monitors

Over the years. CFFTP has co-funded the development of Seintrex 2CW tritium monitors,
arranged their rigorous testing ai Ontario Hydro, and provided feedback from international
users. This leedhack led to improved quality control at the Scintrex plant. Seintrex has
gone on to develop the 30" monitor a slightly larger monitor which oilers additional
features.
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R.N. Tooling
Precision manufacturing

R.N. Tooling is now better able to provide precision manufacturing, thanks to upgraded
quality assurance and welder certification supported tnrough CFFTP work. This enhanced
capability allows the company to expand its client base to European customers.

VVardrop
Valve maintenance

Wardrop has received several valve design study contracts lor work related to Nt"T and
1TKR. The company has developed a design which allows on-line valve maintenance. The
potential lor this technology in spin-oft'applications is now being examined.

i

Spar Aerospace
Fladiactan-hardened multiplexing/Robotics

Multiplexing combines signals to reduce the amount of cables needed. CFFTP has co-
sponsored work with Spar on radiation-hardening of these systems. This technology has
several potential applications. It could be used in CANDU fuelling machine catenaries, in
refurbishment of fission reactors where there is no space for additional cables, in space
station signalling processing, and in ITER. Spar has won several international contracts
lor fusion robotics.

Spectrum Engineering
Nuclear engineering/design

Spectrum has provided conceptual designs for two fusion blankets, the ITKR cooling
system, and the ITER ventilation system. It has also provided an assessment of ITER
waste disposal requirements, and a preliminary design for a prototype tritium recovery
process system for fusion blankets.

Canada Dynamic
Gas chromatograph

Canada Dynamic supplied an improved gas chromaiograph iGCI prototype now being
tested by Ontario Hydro Research Division. Two to lour of these new systems may be
needed in the world fusion community over the next live wars.



International Staff Attachments

•The Canadian philosophy of
developing fusion fuel
technology is an excellent
example of an area that is
not widely developed in
either lapan. Europe, or the
United States. And they
(CFFTP) have been very
effective at assisting these
other projects and making a
name for Canadian fusion."

DALE MEADE
Deputy Director,
Tokarnak Fusion Test Reactor
Princeton University

Spencer Pitcher. ITHT/UTIAS, and
Peter Stangeby UTIAS. uiiachmcms to
TFTR. ]KT. and ASPEXUpgrade 10
collaborate in plasma-edge research.

Paul Gierszewski, CFFTP. attachment to
the Tritium Process Laboratory. |AER1. to
work on ceramic pebble tests.

Roger Raman. CFFTT. attachment to
University of California-Davis at
l.ivermore National Laboratory, and
attachment to University of
Saskatchewan, to design, fabricate, and
test the Compact Toroid Kueller.

Marc Delisle, Qualprotech. attachment to

Oak Ridge National Laboratory, to assist

in the divertor design for the TST spherical

tokamak experiment.

Alan Carmichael. Ontario Hydro,

attachment to |KT. Active Gas (tritium!

Handling System, to develop tritium

salety procedures and courses for siatT.

Paul Ballantyne. of Chalk River
laboratories, attachment to IET. as Safety
Engineer. Active das Handling Group.

dive Holloway. Spar Aerospace,
attachment to NKT to perform research
into reactor remote maintenance
strategies.

Peter Ladd. P&BL Engineering,
attachment to Princeton Plasma Physics
Laboratory (PPPL1. as Vacuum Engineer.

Cliff Brown. Oualptotcch. attachment to
PFPL. to develop high power RF systems
and very high voltage systems for fusion
reactors.

Dominic Wong. Ontario Hydro,
attachment to ]ET. as part of the Active
Gas Handling Group.

Alan Rolfe. SPAR, attachment to |ET; as
Remote Handling Applications Group
Leader.

Paul Dinner. Ontario Hydro, attachment
to NET. as Leader-Tritium Systems.

Bob Sissingh. Ontario Hydro .
attachment to TFTR, as Head of Tritium
Systems.

Dave Murdoch, Qualproteth. attachment
to NET, Participating in the design
definition of tritium handling systems.

Heidi Mcllwain. AECLCRL. attachment
to NET, to set up and run MCNP
neutronics code lor Lithium zirconate
driver blanket designs.

Yuanming Tang and Chengwen weng,
Southwest Institute of Nuclear Physics and
Chemistry, the People's Republic of China,
attachments to OHRD. to build and tritium
test a prototype GC system.



Developing Skills, Building Knowledge

"It was only natural that we
should seek contact with
Canada because of the vast
experience available
h e r e . . . "

REM HAANCE
Fusion Technology'Division
joint European Torus

As Canada comes ic grips with an ever-
more competitive world, il is becoming
increasingly apparent thai tomorrow's
prosperity depends upon people.

Ol'l'ar more value than even Canada's
abundant natural resources or history of
growth, it is Canadian knowledge and
creativity that will determine future
success.

CF1TP is resolute in its role ol enhancing
Canadian capabilities.

Through its links with universities and
laboratories. CFFTp is building an
important technical foundation lor
researchers and scientists. Through its
work with industry and the transfer ol'
technology, it is helping to create new jobs
in value added fields.

An Investment In Learning

Over the past 10 years. CFFTP has
succeeded in developing core fusion
capability in Ontario.

This capability has been cultivated In-
reaching out to skills which already exist
in compatible Ilelds and lo the
knowledge which can be tapped and
extended within the scientific community.

By drawing upon expertise in ART. and
Ontario Hydro, universities, and other
research facilities, CFFTP has established
Canadian credibility in fusion K&D.
Attachment of HTTP stall'at world fusion
projects has further strengthened
knowledge here at home, and Canada's
scientific reputation abroad.

In addition, training and workshop
programs sponsored by CFFTP have
contributed to fusion's cause and
Canada's role in its development.

Within industry, up to 85 equivalent jobs
have been created in the last five years
based on the value of contracts awarded
to Canadian companies. This investment
in learning and employment is significant,
as companies which become involved in
fusion technologies tend to remain
involved.

With Ontario companies-such as EC&G
Labserco. Scintrex. E.S. Fox, and
CUialprotech -CFFTP has helped to
strengthen competitive capabilities
through international contract work, in
some cases, this has led to enhanced
commercial returns in other fusion areas.

In the academic community, CFFTP is a
significant contributor to research and
development To further fusion K&U,
$1.4 million was awarded in 1 >M I 'l)2 to
Canadian universities. There are also a
number ol graduate students, postdoctoral
fellows, and research associates currently
pursuing fusion studies.

A Strategy Fop The Future

To continue to nurture the ingenuity,
knowledge, and skills needed for fusion,
CFFTP has developed a human resource
strategy focused on Canadian capabilities.

Two of the key aspects of the strategy
involve the Fusion Fellowship Program
and international attachments.

As CFFTP enters its third term, the Fusion
Fellowship Program will support an
average of two new students each year.
Directed to students who wish lo follow
studies in fusion al the Ph.D level, the
program will be open to Canadian
students to study and conduct research at
any university in the world.

Strategic international attachments will
continue to contribute to CFFTP's mission,
while enhancing the capabilities of its
stall'. In particular. CFFTP will attempt to
place with world fusion projects those
students completing the Fellowship
Program in order to provide them with
international experience.

Two other elements of the strategy also
under consideration call for a Fusion
Trainee Program and the co-funding of an
industrial fusion chair position at an
Ontario universitv.
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Increasing Awareness, Encouraging Participation

"In my experience, this kind
of industry /government
collaboration, in establishing
the industrial base tor
emerging technologies, is
rare and it could well be to
the benefit of the country as
a whole if it were more
common."

PAULSTEFOW
Vice-Fresident.
Engineering & Operations
Spar Aerospace
and Chairman
CFFTP industrial Advisory
Committee

The Ions term nauire of lusion research
and development poses a stimulating
challenge to liision communications.
Despite iho lengthy time line involved lor
commercial viability, knowledge about
fusion's current benclits must he shared
and promoted.

CITTP works to raise fusion's profile
among decision-makers, clients, and other
participants. It has a special responsibility
to keep both the Ontario and federal
governments informed iM HTTP's
progress, achievements, and henolits to
Canadians.

lii addition. CITTP iinempis to increase
the public's awareness of )u^\on as an
alternate energy source. It also
encourages young people to participate in
fusion studies, leading toward a future
career.

Oil ilk' international front. CITIT
promotes Canadian expertise in fusion
technologies to world agencies. In turn, ii
also keeps Canadian industry and the
scientific community abreast ol business
opportunities and technical advances and
issues in lusion and related technologies.

Publications and communication media
currently available from CITTP include:

CFFTP Journal

A technical newsletter published three
limes a year, the CITTP lournal provides
information on research and dcvelopmep,
directions, iniornaiional liaisons, and
Cl'l'TP initiatives.

CFFTP Annual Report

A yearly review of CFI "IP activities,
achievements, and financial results.

CFFTP Brochures

General Information provides

overview of CITTP.

Service & Products provides detail on
services and products ollerod hy CITTP
and clients.

Laboratory Capabilities provides
information on laboratories associated

with CITTP.

Product Bulletins specification sheets
on products sponsored by CITTP.

CFFTP Technical Reports and
Conference Papers report on CI-'M'P
research and development projects and
papers delivered by CMTP stall and
associates at fusion and nuclear
conferences. This material is intended tor
scic-niists and engineers working in fusion
and fusion-related fields and technologies.
A complete listing of CITTP reports and
papers can he obtained hy contacting the
Inlormation Coordinator at 855-4710.

CFFTP Video

"A Canadian Fusion Energy
Initiative" outlines CH-TP's
involvement in fusion research and its
association with industry and the
scientific comnnmitv.



Management's Responsibility

for the Financial Report
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Thi' accompanying financial statements of
CFFTP are ihe responsibility of the
management of the Project. They have
been prepared in accordance with the
requirements laid down in the Second
Term Agreement between Ontario Hydro
and Atomic Energy of Canada Limited,
and between Oniario Hydro and the
Ontario Ministry of Industry. Trade and
Technology. Ml costs incurred in the year
have been accurately recorded in the
accounts as they apply to particular
projects, or allocated to all projects in a
systematic and rational manner. We are
satisfied thai the financial statements
have been properly prepared within
reasonable limits of materiality.

The operations of CFFTP are controlled by
the Ontario Hydro Management System.
As members of management of the
Project, we believe that the Project and
Ontario Hydro have systems of internal
control adequate to permit the preparation
of accurate statements in accordance with
generally accepted accounting principles
and those specified in the Second Term
Agreement.

The financial statements have been
examined by Ernst & Young, independent
external auditors, in order to ensure that
the statements present fairly the costs of
the Project. The scope of their
examination and opinion are outlined in
the auditor's report.

mid
D.P. Dautovich

Program Manager

B.C. Yeung

Manager, Finance and Operations



Source* of Funding & Revenue
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Dietribution by Sector
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Distribution by Sector
1BQ7 1S3S
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0 1990 91 1991 9?

SulKoiiuaihv In-Kind
• Clit'nl t-'unilin);

Ontario Hydro
• Piovina1 of Ontario
'. Federal

CFFTP has live sources ol lunds comprised ol
hmding from each of three partners, client
lunding lor goods and services produced, ami
subcontracior in kind contributions. limJing
lor l ' M l ̂ 2 increased owr the previous \ear
due to increased lunding from ihe lederal
government to match provincial souri.es. The
1*M l12 total funding was 514.3 million, up
from $ 12 >' million in 1 J a O d 1.

Client lunding represents revenue thai
CFFTP's associates received direetK from
clients as a result of the Project's representation
and assistance, as well as revenue received by
CFFTP in cases where CFF1T is the prime
contractor. Subcontractor in-kind contributions
are provided on specific contracts, usually in
the lorrn ofco-l'unding. discounted billings,
and uncharged rime or costs related lo the
contracts.

knfrrat
Provtm i' ol Ontario
Ontario Hydro
Clwm tumling
SulKonitiKtoi In-Kind

TOTAI. $:.(< r million

The total funding and rexenue to the Projeit
ciuvinsthe second vnm VI J^7 1^M2'
amounied io Sot*. 7 million. The lederal
gAAvrnnient contribution constituted 25 .
Ontario Hydro contributed 1° . and the
provincial government contrilmial I." as its
hiihling of the rroiect resumed in the second
year of the period.

Client revenues made up almost a third ol
(he toial Itinding. This includes revenue thai
HTTP's associates received directly trom
clients as a result ot the Project's representation
and assistance as well as revenue received
through LTFTP. Clients lor CtTTr services
include major fusion lacilities predominantly in
Europe and in the L'.S.A. The services
included cooperative R&P. stall assignments,
engineering, and specialized hardware.

Subcontractor in-kind contributions were
significant at 12* of the total. These
contributions indicate subcontractor interest in
and support tor the Project's technical
activities.

0 Inriijstrv Universities AECL Ontario CFfTP
Hvrtrn

1000 01

iTFTP works in conjunction with several
umadian resource seciors industry,
universities. AKC1.. and Ontario IKdro. The
tunds distributed to the seciors. shewn m this
chart, include partner funding and all client
landing. Subcontractor in kind Hinding is not
included because it is contributed by the
subcontractors themselves, and as stiih. does
nol represent an inflow lo ihcm The lol.il
kinds distributed in l l W i J2 totalled 512.$
million, up Irom $ 11 0 million the previous
war Industty reteiwd the largest portion d
Ihe hinds, which is lOnsistent with CIT-TPs
goals '.< pro\iJe economn benefits lo indusirv
and to enhaiue nulusir\ iapahilit\

ImliiMn

I AM.
Onl.liio HyiliK

I cirri"
Suluoiiliailoi In Kiiul

IdT.M.

Tlie 5r^.7 million second term lund> v l i l^7
ioo^\ Wvrt.' JisuibutL-d 10 ihc sectors us
stiown [ndusir> claimed (In1 latest shaft1 <u
2^ . .MA'1 .mil Om.irJo iKilro n-ci-iwil lo ..
and uni\ivrsities were ovwirded i> . Twviitx
one per u-ni ol ilie lands were directed toward
the L'I'TTP sector. u*hkh i-̂  u&\\ tor projiM
nianauenieni. niarkcHnjielions. icchnical
analxsis and engineering, assistance lo
suppliers. llnaiKial support services, as well iis
o)vri«int;*ii)d sue costs. Sulwiniractor in Kind
tonuihutionsconstiuned 12" ol the total.

The distribution ol kinds represents an
average ot HO equivaJeni jobs created per war
b\ OTIT in all sectors owr the second term.

The distribution of funds can also be
looked at in terms ol the nature ol ihe work
and the skills de\ eloped. Owr ihe second term
A7- O\' the Project's olloris were related to
research. 41 \ 10 engineering and ttrV 10
manulaciurinj;.



Value of Contracts Awarded to Industry
19B7-1S92
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BENEFITS TO INDUSTRY

One of CFFTP's goals is to provide short and
long-term technological and economic benefits
[0 Canada's industry, to develop an industrial
foundation lor fusion engineering and
component supply, and to transfer fusion
technology to industry lor joint development
and use.

The value of contracts awarded to the
industry sector has grown from $ I.? million in
1 >->8 r 88 lo $4.7 million in 1 *> 1 92. The total
economic impact to industry as a result of the
Project's efforts amounted to $ 17 million over
this period. The benefits to industry are two-
fold, job creation and capability development.
The equivalent-jobs created in industry reached
TO in lJOll °2 . Industry capability was
developed through technology translerred by
CFFTP in the areas of fusion energy systems,
engineering design, robotics, materials,
precision manufacturing, software
development, and instrumentation and control.
Mam o(these capabilities have current
business applications lor Canadian industry
and all have future market potential.

TECHNOLOGY INFLOW

CFFTP has positioned itself through its
objectives, activities and international
networks to become aware of opportunities
and to arrange the inflow of technology to
Canada. Examples of'tiese opportunities are
provided below. A variety ol applications,
including fusion and other fields, are
represented and the statur of these items is
provided.

Alkaline fuel cell for transportation
purposes: Contacts with the Belgian national
laboratory in Mol led to the identification of an
opportunity to acquire North American
technology rights for this new alkaline fuel cell.
The technology has been demonstrated at the
scale of vehicle tests in vans and is being
extended for testing of a city bus in
Amsterdam. The technology is still considered
to be in the pre-commercialization prototype
demonstration stage. The opportunity was
brought to the attention of the City of Toronto
lor a local demonstration possibility. Some
interest was expressed. The next steps would
be tbrCFI-TP to reconfirm European sums,
and to find a local industry sponsor to join in
any further local exploitation.

Limestone Dual Alkalai flue gas scrubber
technology: In following its objective to
enhance the opportunity lor local supplier
development, stall at CFFTP recognized future
Ontario Hydro plans for acid gas control as a
maior opportunity for supplier development
and strategic procurement. Personal ellbrts and
the influence of CFFTP objectives led to stall
actions to assist Ontario Hydro to acquire this
technology which is oi potential use lor the
Nanticoke generating station. In addition,
transfer of the technology from Hydro would
enable local industry to compete tor export
markets.

Compact Torotd (CT) Fueller for Fusion:
The basic technology to form and accelerate
CT's to wry high speeds was developed ir: ;he
U.S. CFFTP arranged for a Canadian team to
work with the key l . S . groups. This Canadian

team has just built its first fueller. and fuelling
tests will be conducted at tokamak devices in
Saskatchewan and Quebec as a L'S Canada
collaboration. Depending on the outcome of
these tests, further CT guns may be fahiaued
lor international fusion facilities. Also. CT guns
may be applicable to materials processing and
space propulsion. Canadian companies that
haw expressed an interest in this technology
include Spectrum Engineering. Spar Aerospace,
and MFB Technologies. CFFTP has non-
exvlusive rights to exploit the technology.
Graphite: CFFTP and LTIAS are testing
concepts lor improved plasma erosion
resistance. As part of this. CFFTP lias
contracted with Ontario industry to fabricate
doped graphites v,\lean. Ceramics Kingston*.
There was no Canadian manufacturer of high-
density graphite and existing international
manufacturers do not describe their process.
Based on the CFFTr sponsored work. Ceramics
Kingston is now developing methods lo make
dense and doped graphites, in addition to
fusion, this material may be useful fa high-
temperature furnace elements and other
applications.

Plasma edge probes-. CITTP has participated
in plasma edge studies on tokjmaks. Recently,
a concept has been developed lor a last plasma
edge probe that costs about 1 10 the normal
amount. CFFTP has lunded construction ol a
prototype in Ontario, which "'ill be tested on <i
German tokamak later this war. If successful.
Cl-'ITP expects subsequent commercial orders.
CITTP retains the rights to the plasma edge
probe technology.

Vacuum pump balancing: CFFTP, through a
cofunded NF.T contract, has assisted Ontario
Hydro in developing capability to balance high-
speed turbopumps. a task they presently leave
to I'.S. firms. This will allow Ontario Hydro to
repair its contaminated pumps rather than
discard them.

Mol Electrolysis Cell: CFFTP has been
awarded a contract by the Belgian national
laboratory in Mol to perform tritium testing of a
special electrolysis cell developed by Mol. Since
CFFTF contributed funding to the testing
p ogram. CFFTP is entitled to exploitation
rights !o the technology. The unique feature ol
this cell is the extremely low inventory ol"
tritium. Its targeted application is tritium
processing in fusion reactors, ft may also find
application in areas where low inventory
holdup is important such as in the processing
ol precious or toxic materials.
Ceramic Plasma Technology: An
opportunity is being explored to acquire
Ceramic Plasma Technology iCEPT1 developed
by the Russian space program. CFFTP is
reviewing fusion, fission, and other fields for
applications which could benefit from the
special advantages offered by the Russian
technology. These advantages include the
ability to build thick layers of ceramic and the
ability to layer from metal to ceramic. Test
specimens are being prepared for fusion
blanket structures and gas turbine blade
coatings. The Russian group also oilers other
technology areas including specialized metal
joining technology, new fabrication techniques
and machine tool haid coating technology'.
CFFTP will search for interested Canadian
companies who may be able to apply and
exploit these technologies. CFFTP will also
initiate formation of suitable industrial
partnerships to allow successful transfer of
technology to Canada and successful
maiketingol resulting products. If useful
applications are discovered, partnership
arrangements will be developed covering
international exploitation rights.



Statement of Net: Project Expenditures Statement of Accumulated Net Expenditures
and Contributions by Participants
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Year ended March 31

REVENUE
Fanners' contributions
Client funding* (notc2(b))
Fusion projects
Business opportunities
Royalties

EXPENDITURES (note 2(c))
technical Contracts
Fusion systems and engineering
Blanket and first wall systems
Fusion fuels systems
Alternate concepts

Facility engineering and safety services
Safety and environment
Facility systems
Layout and maintenance

technology applications
Services
Business opportunities

technology transfer and planning

Project management and administration
Technical and management salaries
Project support, site and services
Publications and communications
Travel, general and audit expenses

EXCESS (DEFICIT) OF PARTNER CONTRIBUTIONS
BEFORE RESERVE FUND
RESERVE FUND (note ?}

ExctiS (deficit) of revenue over expenditures
and Reserve Fund for the year

Year en Jed March 31

1992
$

9,040,000

1,060,920
1,288,233

5,853
2,355,006

11,395,006

1,737,555
2,328,442

729,838

520,219
911,417
837,811

677,696
1,061,621

307,297
9,111,896

1,845,893
819,021

63,679
239,119

2,967,712
12,079,608

(684,602)
(199,664)

1991

s
7,924.982

1.217,158
1.259,065

10.177

2.486.400

10.411,382

1.391.565
1.953.013

66,269

59^ 634
537,114

717.185
1,143,729

83,695
7.173.776

1.637.179
737.441
132,395
292.820

2.799.835
9.973,611

437.771

390,800

Accumulated as at March 31.1991
Atomic Energy of Canada Limited
Province of Ontario
Ontario Hydro

Total

Current year amounts
Atomic Energy of Canada Limited
Province of Ontario
Ontario Hydro

Total

Accumulated as at March 31 ,1992
Atomic Energy of Canada Limited
Province of Ontario
Ontario Hydro

Total

See accem/xurUng notes

Net
expenditures

$

9.978,345
5.636.124
8.743.761

24,358,230

4.762.470
2.381.234
2.381,234

9,524,938

14.740,815
8,017.358

11,124,995

33,883,168

Contributions
$

10.292,500
5.558.16S
8.992.500

24,843,168

4.520.000
2.000.000
2.520.000

9,040,000

14.812.500
7.558,168

11.512.500
33,883,168

Net excess
expenditures/

(contributions)
S

4.314.155^

(248.7391

(484,938)

242.470
381.234

(138.766)
484,938

(71.685)
459.190
(387.5051

-

(484,938) 46.971

• Client funding in this statement does not include client funds thatJhwed dinxtly into associated companies, and
subcontractor-in-kind contributions inoies 2iH and ;£V In 1992, the amounts reported to us mvr S.SJ million ( 199 '
SI.2 million) and $2.0 million ,1991 Si.3 millioni respectively. Iota! \uluf of work performed in 1992, induUit^
expenditures for theyear and these amounts, was Sl5 million t / 9 9 1 S12.9 million*,

Sec accompanying notes



Statament of Changes in Financial Resources Auditors' Report:

Year ended March *"/

FINANCIAL RESOURCES PROVIDED BY (USED IN)
Fusion Research & Development Activities

Sources
Partners' contributions
Client funding-fusion protects

I'scs
Technical contracts expenditures-fusion
rroject management and administration

increase (decrease) in financial resources
provided by (used in) fusion research and
development activities during the year

Business Opportunities Activities
Sources

Client funding-business opportunities
Royalties

Uses

Technical contracts expenditures

increase in financial resources provided by business
opportunities activities during the year

Reserve Fund revenue (expenditures)
Financial resources, beginning of year
Financial resources, end of year
FINANCIAL RESOURCES ARE COMPRISED OF
Receivable from (payable to) Ontario Hydro to cover

over (under) contributions from partners
Atomic Energy of Canada Limited
Province of Ontario
Ontario Hydro

Reserve Fund

Total

1992
$

1991

9,040,000 7,';i24.'582
1,060,920 1.217,158

(8,050,275) t6.03O.04 7'
(2,967,712) (2.7W.8351

(917,067) 312.258

1,288,233
5,853

(1,061,621)

232,465

36,644

985,763

337,805

71,685
(459,190)
387,505

-

337,805

337,805

1.250.065
10.177

11.143.7291

125.515

1.6,̂ 751

554,^67

985.71'?

714.155
l77.*e>l
24 8,75<?

484 A"8

500,825

985,76?

To Atomic Energy- of Canada Limited, tiie Ministry- ol'lndustry. Trade and Technology
(Province of Ontariol and Ontario Hydro

We have audited the statements ol net project expenditures, accumulated net
expenditures and contributions by participants and changes in financial resources c»l" The
Canadian Fusion Fuels Technology Project (Second Term Agreements'! for the year endej
March ?1. 1*?<32. These Iinancial statements are the responsibility of the Project's
management. Our responsibility is to express an opinion on these financial statements
based on our audit.

We conducted our audit in accordance with generally accepted auditing standards. Those
standards require that we plan and perform an audit to obtain reasonable assurance
whether the financial statements arc free of material misscatemem. An audit includes
examining, on a test basis, evidence supporting the amounts and disclosures in the
financial statements. An audit also includes assessing the accounting principles used and
significant estimates made by management, as well as evaluating the overall financial
statement presentation.

In our opinion, these financial statements present fairly, in all material respects, the net
expenditures of the Project, accumulated net expenditures and contributions by
participants and changes in financial resources for the year ended March 31, 1992 in
accordance with the provisions of the Second Term Agreements of The Canadian Fusion
Fuels Technology Project and significant interpretations thereof as described in the notes
to the financial statements.

Toronto. Canada,
Mas- 25. 1992. Chartered Accountants

See accompanying notes
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1. Purpose of the Project:

The Canadian Fusion Fuels Technology Project (the "Project") was formed under a
Comprehensive Agreement in 1983 (the "First Term Agreement") to develop expertise in
tritium-related technology and robotics for the development of fusion powered systems.
The First Term Agreement terminated on March 31, 1987. A Second Term Agreement
which covers the period from April 1, 1987 to March 31,1992 was signed during 1987
by Ontario Hydro and Atomic Energy of Canada Limited ("AECL") (each of which agreed
to fund 50% of the net project expenditures for this period). A Third Term Agreement is
currently being negotiated between AECL and Ontario Hydro.

During 1989. the Province of Ontario (represented by the Ministry of Industry, Trade and
Technology) and Ontario Hydro signed an additional Second Term Agreement which
covers the period from September 1. 1988 to March 31, 1993. The agreement reflects a
commitment by the Province of Ontario to match the contributions of the other partners
up to a prescribed limit of $9.4 million.

Ontario Hydro is committed to provide the Project with $11 million under the Second
Term Agreement. AECL is committed to provide the Project with $11 million under (he
Second Term Agreement plus additional funding of $3.5 million for the period from
September l, 1990 to March 31, 1992 from the Department of Energy. Mines and
Resources through the Panel on Energy Research and Development.

The net effect of the two Second Term agreements is that beginning September 1, 1990
AECL began funding 50% of the net project expenditures while Ontario Hydro and the
Province of Ontario began funding 25% each.

AECL is committed to provide the project with S4 A million per year for the next live
years starting on March 31, 1992. AECL is presently negotiating a Third Term Agreement
with Ontario Hydro. In the interim, both parties have agreed to extend funding under the
Second Term Agreement until December 31. 1992.

Ontario Hydro is responsible for the management of the Project and, in this regard, is
authorized to enter into agreements with outside parties to provide the necessary
engineering and administrative services to fulfill the mandate of the Project.

2. Significant; Accounting Policies

The following significant accounting policies have been approved by the Project's Steering
Committee for purposes of accounting for the Second Term Agreements:

(a) Contributions by partners are recorded by Ontario Hydro on behalf of the Project as
they arc due, according to the terms of the operating agreements.

(b) Client funding represents expenditure reimbursements and revenue. Reimbursements
and revenue are recognized on the accrual basis at year end, where there is reasonable
expectation of future receipt.

(c) Expenditures are recorded using the accrual basis of accounting at year end. Costs
include shared branch and divisional expenses, following Ontario Hydro's standard
accounting practices and procedures, with the exception of the application of the standard
corporate overhead charge, which has been waived for this Project.

(d! Consistent with the Project's stated goal to provide benefits to its participants in the
short-term and to elevate Canada's overall level of technology, fusion-related business
opportunities are actively pursued in order to expand the volume of work available to
participants and generate additional revenue. Thus a reserve fund has been established to
record the excess of revenue over expenditures from related business contracts. Ontario
Hydro is crediting interest to the Project on the AECL and the Province of Ontario's share
of the Reserve Fund.

ie) Any Interest earned on funds advanced by the partners to Ontario Hydro in excess of
net Project expenditures is not credited to the Project, nor is interest charged on funds
provided by Ontario Hydro for expenditures in excess of advances.

\f\ Client funding flowing directly to associated companies represents revenue received
directly by associated companies as a result of the Project's representation and assistance.
These revenues are not included in the Project's income but represent an increase in value
of work created by the Project.

lg) Subcontractor-in-kind contributions are provided by the Project subcontractors on
specific contracts, usually in the form of co-1'unding, discounted billings, uncharged time
or costs related to the contracts. They are not included in the Project's income but are
disclosed in the notes to the financial statements a.: they represent an increase in value of
work created by the Project.



3. Related Party "n-enB
The Project subcontracted certain work to both AECL and Ontario Hydro

during the vear as follows:

Paymems to AECL by the Project
Paxmems to AECL directly hy fusion clients

Total to AECL

Payments to Ontario Hydro by the Project

Total to Ontario Hydro

4. Payi>: Bnts to Industry and Universities

Payments to Industry by the Project

Payments to Industry directly by fusion clients

Total to Industry

Payments to Universities by the Project

1992
S

1,652.105

1,652,105

2,247,600

2,247,600

1991

s
2.040.04<?

7.800

2.047.84^

1.828.2?4

1.828.2J4

1992
$

3,836,269
820,000

4,656,269

1,391,468

1991
$

2,775.853
1.147.000

3.922.853

544. ?57

S. Reserve Fund
The balance of the Resent Fund as at April 1. 1991 was SS00.825. During 1991-92.
Oraario Hydro approved crediting of interest to the Project on the AECL and the Province
of Ontario share of the Reserve Fvmd. The imeresi recorded in 1991 92 amounts to
$36,644. At the end of the year. $199,664 of the Reserve Fund was used to offset excess
project expenditures of the Second Term. The closing balance of the Reserve Fund as at
March 31. 1992 is $337,805.

5. Disposition of Over/Under Contributions from Partners

The over contributions from AECL and Ontario Hydro, at the end of March 31.1992,
were used to offset the under contribution from t i" Province of Ontario.
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The Canadian Fusion Fuels
Technology Project receives its

federalfunding from Energy, Mines
and Resources Canada, through the
Panel on Energy Research and
Development (PERD). This
interdepartmental panel is
responsible for implementing federal
support policies in energy research
and development.

The National Fusion Program,
administered by Atomic Energy of
Canada Limited, guides fusion
research and development within
Canada and manors federal fusion
funding.

Provincial government funding for
CFFTP is provided by the Premier's
Council Technology Fund, under the
Ontario Ministry of Industry, Trade
and Technology.




